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Executive Overview 


The initiative to livestream Sunday mass from Saint Eulalia Catholic Church in 
Coudersport, PA has been considered by the Pastoral Council over the past two years.  
Recent developments, such as:


Pandemic response,

Health and weather-related travel restrictions,

Parishioner vacations and relocations, as well as

Parish reorganizations


have led to an increased desire to incorporate live-streaming capabilities into our 
ministry.  Individual volunteered efforts have demonstrated there is sufficient technology 
available now to provide a fully integrated initial capacity.  Characteristics evaluated 
during development and testing include:


Non-intrusive broadcast operations 

Reliable production and viewing

Quality audio and video

Archive management 

Ease of operations for both production and viewing 

Viewer feedback availability 


Summary 
The integrated approach will provide livestream viewing from the homepage of the 
parish website steulalia-stgabriel.org, which already has the demonstrated capability of 
viewing videos archived on YouTube.  Earlier testing has demonstrated that livestream 
viewing can be accessed in a similar manner.  The current focus is on the generation of 
an acceptable livestream broadcast.


http://steulalia-stgabriel.org


Testing conducted on Feb 17 evaluated the production of a livestream from within the 
church.  The test configuration included both a broadcast production suite and a 
viewers’ suite.


Broadcast production suite


Equipment included: iPad camera, microphone, and WiFi hotspot connected to iPhone 
with Verizon cellular data connection.  The iPad and iPhone were placed on a table 
midway in the center aisle.

 Apps and streaming services included: Google Chrome, Prism, YouTube, and YouTube 
Studio apps.  Stream and video management were conducted within the StEulaliaCC 
YouTube Brand account.


Viewers’ suite


Multiple viewers tuned into the broadcast on personal home networks via invitations to 
view emailed from the prism app sharing function.


Results 


A livestream broadcast of approximately 10 minutes was generated, viewed, and 
archived.  The audio portion of the broadcast included:  organ music from the choir loft, 
speaking voice from the lectern, speaking voice from the pews, and singing from the 
choir loft.  The video portion included:  thumbnail display, text overlays, and live camera 
with and without motion.  Microphone and camera on/off selections were made at times 
during the broadcast.  Finally the stream ending was selected, initiating the automatic 
archive in YouTube.  It was encouraging to have completed all the steps necessary to 
generate and view the broadcast.  However, the data link experienced multiple 
interruptions, rendering the broadcast unusable for public viewing.  The cause is 
unknown and may be inherent in the selected transmission path or perhaps due to 
reported Verizon outages during the test.  The technology team continues exploring for 
a suitable solution.


